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Aspros Lagos: Follow it…
{Please drink responsibly and do not read this blog if your religion prohibits alcohol consumption. }

“How long is forever?” Alice asked the White Rabbit, and the White Rabbit replied “Sometimes, just one second”.
Indeed: one second is enough for your life to change. It might get worse or it might get be er. A second might
bring irreversible developments in your life with long-term consequences. A decision taken in one second might
be a good one or a bad one. One second might also feel like forever… The way we perceive Time constitutes a
subjective experience; something like walking up from a nightmare or from a beautiful dream.
I can see that White Rabbit running, just right in front of me and time is ge ing all the more important, ﬂowing
like water… like a dream. I can hear that clock ticking but I have to make a decision…Well, I will have to follow
the White Rabbit I am afraid, before the end of this dream and before my whole life turns into one second.
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That’s what I thought when I spo ed “Aspros Lagos”- i.e the White Rabbit or to be more precise the White Hareon the wine list: only one second was enough to make a decision and the consequences have been not only good
but also irreversible…
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(h ps://vinetwine.wordpress.com/2017/09/25/warehouseauniqueblend-wine-coﬀee-food-cocktailsphotography-travel-greece-athens-warehouse/aspros-lagos2/)

(h ps://vinetwine.wordpress.com/2017/09/25/whiterabbit-

whitehare-asproslagosfollowit-greekwine-drinkgreekwine-crete-wine-vidiano-photographyasproslagos/wordcloud-6/)
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Drink Responsibly!
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Published by AikAterinA

A graduate in Politics, Diplomacy and Law; fate had it that I would never join a political party, but now in my
'40s it seems to me that it is be er this way. Interested in literature, history, philosophy, maths, music,
photography and wine, I thought of having a blog just for the fun of it. It all started in 2014 with CatWinePix,
then came WineIssued and now this, the VineTwine. Why VineTwine? Well, I am thinking of my life as a vine,
something that is growing-against all odds- and hopefully evolving. This is why this blog has come to represent
my life as a vine and therefore it will not be a blog just about wine. It will be something like a journal, where
ideas and experiences with or without wine will be shared with you. So, the underlying theme here will be the
notion of "Vine" and not "Wine" per se, although Wine might be a part of it sometimes - as it has been part of my
life since my early '20s... Hopefully you might ﬁnd something of interest here and who knows where this might
lead. Life is a vine after all, it is growing and evolving against all odds, unless something beyond us decides
otherwise... So, as I am growing older and I am starting to count gains and losses, I have to say that this is
probably one of the best ways to appreciate life. So Cheers to you, Sante, Prost, or as we say in Greece "Yia mas"!
Aikaterina {deﬁnitely insigniﬁcant in the grant scheme...} AΩΑ _∞ PS: Drink Responsibly, for you would not
want to destroy you life as well as the lives of others. Besides this if your religion does not allow alcohol at all,
maybe you should not be reading this blog. View all posts by AikAterinA
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